WHAT WORKS

Congressional research service’s
Analysis of Sen. Klobuchar’s
Antitrust bill underscores Major
shortfalls 


The Congressional Research Service’s 21-page analysis calls attention to major
shortfalls in the American Innovation and Choice Online Act, S. 2992. The analysis
highlights many of the concerns that have been previously raised by policy experts
and lawmakers and demonstrates the need for continued work on several areas of
the bill.
Ambiguous language in Section 3(a)(1)(3) may discourage digital
platforms from enforcing content moderation policies—a significant
sticking point for Democratic and Republican policymakers. 



“As discussed, the ‘materially harm competition’ standard is novel, making
it difficult to confidently predict whether it would reach discriminatory
content moderation. Some observers have concluded that this language
this language may restrict firms’ ability to remove unwanted content from
their platforms. To those concerned about alleged discrimination against
conservative viewpoints, this is virtue. To those worried about discouraging
deck platforms from policing hate speech and discrimination, it is a cause
for unease.”
Serious data privacy risks that stem from interoperability
requirements in Section 3(a)(4) and 3(a)(7) have yet to be addressed. 


“Additionally, specific types of interoperability may create privacy concerns
and data security risks. While AICOA’s affirmative defenses attempt to
address these latter concerns, defendants would bear the burden of
establishing their applicability.”
“Critics have contended that even the less demanding language in the May
25 draft may chill platforms’ efforts to promote privacy and data security. In
particular, these commentators have argued that platforms often engage in
duplicative efforts to protect customers, which may leave them vulnerable
to claims that they could acheive their goals through “materially less
discriminatory means.”
S. 2992 would give the government significant power over private
businesses without precedent, which may lead to inconsistent rulings. 

“The bill would authorize the Department of Justice (DOJ) and Federal
Trade Commission (FTC) to jointly designate firms that meet these criteria
as covered platforms. However, the legislation does not limit its
prohibitions to entities that have been formally designated. Rather, the bill
appears to contemplate the possilibty that regulators will enforce its
prohibitions against non-designated entitites that nevertheless qualify as
covered platforms
“These types of interepretive issues recur throughout the bill and could
present regulators and courts with difficult questions if the legislation
becomes law.”



“At the same time, the concept of self-preferencing may also have internal
limits that could complicate the bill’s enforcement. Several commentators
have argued that proving “preferential” conduct would require regulators
to establish some baseline level of neutral treatment from which a
defendant has deviated. In this view, self-preferencing would not encompass
a platform operator’s favorable treatment of its own offerings when they
deserve such treatment (i.e., when a platform operator’s offerings are
better than the alternatives.
“Section 3(a)(1) may thus require regulators and courts to grapple wih
challenging conceptual questions. While cases in which a firm overrides is
ordinatory algorithmic protocols to disadvantage rivals may be fairly
straightforward cases of self-preferencing, other fact patterns could raise
thornier interepretive and evidentiary issues. 

S. 2992 is a dangerous and rare departure from principled antitrust
law.


“As noted, S. 2992 defines the term ‘critical trading partner’ to mean an
entitity with the ability to ‘restrict or materially impede’ a business user’s
access to its customers or necessary inputs. The bill does not contain
further clarification of this language, which is not drawn from antitrust
case law. Existing antitrust doctrine instead emphasizes market power,
which is a requirement for most forms of antitrust liability.
“The relationship between S.2992’s ‘critical trading partner’ requirement
and rhese standards is not entirely clear. The core concern of marketpower analysis - the availability of reasonable substitutes - seems relevant
to whether a platform has the ability to ‘restrict or materially impede’ a
business user’s access to customers or inputs. It is notable, however, that
the AICOA does not employ the familiar language of market power.”
S. 2992 could break services that consumers love and rely on.



“Section 3(a)(5) has attracted special attention because of its possible
impact on Amazon Prime - a subscription service that offers Amazon
customers fast shipping of eligible products, among other benefits. An
Amazon executive has argued that Section 3(a)(5) would prohibit the firm
from requiring third-party merchants to use Amazon’s fulfillment services
as a condition of participating in Prime. According to the company, such a
rule would harm consumers because it would prevent Amazon from being
able to guarantee prompt delivery of Prime packages.”
The affirmative defenses included in S.2992 are ineffective and
ambiguous.
"To the extent that Section 3(a)(6) is motivated by concerns other than
competition, then, the affirmative defense for an absence of competitive
harm may narrow the provision’s scope in ways that are inconsistent with
its theoretical underpinnings."

These points raised throughout the CRS analysis showcase
that AICOA is definitively not ready to be taken to a vote on
the Senate floor.

